Cytotoxicity and mechanism of action of a new ROS-generating microsphere formulation for circumventing multidrug resistance in breast cancer cells.
Multidrug resistance (MDR) is one of the main challenges in the treatment of breast cancer. A new microsphere formulation able to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) locally was thus investigated for circumventing MDR in breast cancer cells in this work. Glucose oxidase (GOX) was encapsulated in alginate/chitosan hydrogel microspheres (ACMS-GOX). The in vitro cytotoxicity of ACMS-GOX to murine breast cancer EMT6/AR1.0 cells, which overexpress P-glycoprotein (P-gp), was evaluated by a clonogenic assay. The mechanism of the cytotoxicity of ACMS-GOX was investigated by using various extracellular and intracellular ROS scavengers and antioxidant enzyme inhibitors. The effect of lipid peroxidation and cellular uptake of GOX was also evaluated. ACMS-GOX exhibited similar dose and time-dependent cytotoxicity to EMT6/AR1.0 cells as to their wild-type EMT6/WT parent cells, in effect circumventing the MDR phenotype of EMT6/AR1.0 cells. Extracellular H(2)O(2) and intracellular hydroxyl radical were found to play critical roles in the cytotoxicity of ACMS-GOX. Cellular uptake of GOX was negligible and thus not responsible for intracellular ROS generation. Combining ACMS-GOX with intracellular antioxidant inhibitors-enhanced cytoxicity. This work demonstrates that the ACMS-GOX are effective in circumventing P-gp-mediated MDR in breast cancer cells.